
It comes on like a fog
Seeping and spreading smoky images through my brain

Shape shifting tetris patterns covered in haze
Hard to even describe now
Just
Logical images becoming illogical clutter
Cluttered in my numb brain just blank
Unable to sort
Unable to see

If I could just show you what I mean
I’d open up this brain of mine
This big black fog of mine
Let it seep out
And tantalise you
Reel you in too
Into this wild uncharted territory of mine
‘The Scenic Route’

Come get distracted with me
Overstimulated with me
Over the lump in my throat with me
See my frontal lobe shrink as you stare at it -
Aware of its own inadequacy.
We can rest with my parietal lobe
And do the robot with my cerebellum

We wade through treacle
So close to this thought
Then climb, run, jump, fall, tumble
Into that pit of tangents
That tangle us in the existential dread, the anxiety, the shame, the memories
.the words.
Watch these tangled tangents bind my motor neurons
Delay their journey

Where are we even going with this?
Do you remember?
Because I can’t.

Does anyone have a map?

Map that zap that
Big black fog
with
little white snippets
little tips of tongues
with the word sitting there
expectant
waiting
Word
A waiting word
Word



waiting
Never birthed
Is it the dyspraxia
or do I just not know myself?

confused
and

The world in front of me is scary

A writhing snake pit of thoughts and dreams and pressures
And I don’t know how to navigate it
Because nothing is making sense in my head
It’s a mess up there
It’s a Jackson Pollock up there

And time is running out
To say this word
To birth this piece
To make you understand
but
I feel like I’m on the middle of a raft in the middle of a big huge ocean unable to move unable to swim in a fog
I can’t see I can’t navigate and the fog is in my head again and I’m scared and I just want to lie in bed and watch tv
and scroll and scroll and scroll and hide
but
also
want to be achieving and thinking and living and thriving and that fog and where are the dreams where am I going
with this because my mouth is sneering and I can’t see can’t see the keyboard just droplets dropping droplets what
- what was the word again?
It’s on the tip of my tongue
I can see it
in my head
just can’t
say it

What was the question again?


